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Summer Adult Class
Plan to be in bible class this
summer, starting June 1, to
study the book of Isaiah. Not
written entirely by Isaiah, this
book spans a time period in
Israel’s history that sees a
deportation of the northern
kingdom and deportation of
God’s people in Jerusalem.
The question is why and how
will God deal with this turn of
events?

Fall Adult Bible Class
Have you ever wondered what
the bible says about science?
Or perhaps what science and
nature teach us about God?
This class, taught by John Loe
and others will begin with
Romans 1:20 and develop the
topic from there. Be prepared
for some interesting
discussion.

August 27 Corn Roast!

Bike the Friendship Trail - June 24
Starting at the Clayton School parking lot at US-76 and I-10, near
where Max Banaszynski lives, we will ride along he Friendship
Trail over to the the Trestle Bridge. This 1,600 foot span crosses
over an extra wide section of the Fox River into Menasha. The
round trip, including the bridge, is just under ten miles.

Followed by a Time of Fellowship at Max’s
After building up an appetite biking along the Friendship trail, we
will drop in to see Max and share some light finger foods and
snacks while hearing a brief devotional. Plan to sleep better that
night! Time: from 3 — 6 pm.

It’s a tradition! At Oakhaven
we move outdoors for our
study and worship periods, just
to show that church means
God’s people. And afterward,
we share a meal together — so
plan to join in the fun.
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Daniel Dinner — September 30
Have you ever wondered what Daniel might have eaten back in
the days of Nebuchadnezer when he insisted on eating nothing
but vegetables and drinking nothing but water? Better yet, why
would he want to do such a thing when he could have eaten
from the “Kings Table” — you know: meat and cheese and
sweets “Oh My”. Was Daniel a health aficionado or was he just
trying to make some sort of statement and be a nuisance?

Christian Living
Workshop —
November 4, 2017
Jesus said that if we want to be
his disciples, we need to take up
our cross and follow him daily.
This sounds like putting teaching
into practice; and so plan to join
in a Saturday afternoon that will
take us through some practical
ways to make our journey with
Jesus more effective!

Plan to spend a Saturday evening eating a dinner that would
have made Daniel proud. And, at the same time learn what
sorts of foods were available for the Jews to choose from and
what might have been a preferred menu at the very beginning.
After finding out what the “preferred menu” looked like, our
very own Registered Dietitian — Gail — will oﬀer us a glimpse
of what the modern science of nutrition has to say about
Daniel’s food choices — or, was Daniel’s stellar health just a
fluke, or even a miracle…

• Complete a “Pride Checklist”
• Putting others ahead of self
• Living in a society that

challenges us at every turn.
Led by several members at
Oakhaven, this workshop intends
to leave us with some practical
guidelines that help us to walk as
Jesus did…

Hanukkah Celebration — December 2
What do you do when the folks in power decide to outlaw your
religion? Come and explore the origins of this Jewish holiday – a
time of rededicating the temple during the Maccabean period,
when Jews endure, without prophecy, while waiting for the
Messiah; sample traditional foods and activities.
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